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Glossary
TERM

DEFINITION

Innovation

The act or process of introducing new ideas, technologies, or methods.

Exploitation

Direct or indirect utilisation of foreground in further research activities
other than those covered by the project, or for developing, creating and
marketing a product or process, or for creating and providing a service, or
for using them in standardisation activities. (Article 28.1 of GA)

Results

Any tangible or intangible output of the Action, such as data, knowledge
and information whatever their form or nature, whether or not they can be
protected, which are generated in the Action as well as any rights attached
to them, including Intellectual Property Rights.

General Public

Audience composed by people, groups and organizations which do not
have specific competences/knowledge in the matter of the project but only
a general interest at the application of results in society at a large.
Table 1: Glossary.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Deliverable Rationale
This deliverable provides the final report on the activities of Task 8.3 (T8.3) of Work Package 8 (WP8),
which specifies:
Work Package 8: Communication, Dissemination, Standardization and Exploitation
Task 8.3: Innovation and Commercial Exploitation
This task will be in charge of Innovation and Commercial Exploitation management. It will include the
following activities:


Overall project responsibility for identifying and driving the innovation and commercial potential
for the technical work and goals of the project.



Ensure of a common approach for Innovation and Commercial Exploitation in all work packages
while maintaining the overall vision of the Project.



Identification of potential innovation and commercial exploitation inhibitors in and between the
work packages during the course of the technical activities.



Preparation of proposals for the Management Board on innovation concepts.



Preparation of summaries for the periodic reports and annual reports, and for the reviews.



Delivering of relevant presentations both internally and externally to the industry.
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1.2 Executive summary
1.2.1 Deliverable description
This deliverable is the final report on the innovation and exploitation actions taken, on the overall
progress achieved and performance against the relevant plan (Deliverable D8.3), as well as on the
awareness of the innovation and exploitation results that have been achieved overall by the project.
Moreover, it describes the impact that these actions have delivered, as well as further innovation
that the project is expected to be driving after its completion. In summary, this report will include the
measurable exploitation results that have been achieved and their stimulus towards further growth.
This report supersedes Deliverable D8.5.
1.2.2 Deliverable structure
Section 2 covers Innovation Management. More specifically, Section 2.1 provides a summary of the
achievements of the project until M33. Section 2.2 outlines the innovation pathways the project has
actively pursued. Section 2.3 provides a final update on the progress beyond the state of the art. Last
but not least, Section 2.4 summarises the innovation potential and anticipated impact of the project.
Section 3 covers Exploitation Activities and Plan. Section 3.1 outlines the updated exploitation plans
of the individual partners, while Section 3.2 summarises the exploitation plan of the consortium as a
whole. Section 3.3 lists the Proof of Concept (PoC) activities planned by the project, as well as their
status.
Finally, Section 4 provides a quick summary of measurable project innovation and exploitation results.
The deliverable concludes with a list of References, related to both the initial state of the art (original
research bibliography) and the published project research results that advanced the state of the art
(project publications are highlighted in bold text).
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2 Innovation Management
Activities in this area aim to fulfil the Scientific and Technological Vision of the SUPERFLUIDITY project
(please refer to section 3.2 of deliverable D1.2 Project Vision and Roadmap).
To foster innovation, the project must first implement the appropriate management structure and
provisions for frictionless collaboration between the partners. Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 of deliverable
D8.3 Innovation and Exploitation Plan (Updated Version) provided more information on this matter.
The measures we have identified for counteracting the potential inhibitors (see Section 2.1.3 of
deliverable above) are in place and play an important role towards maximizing the potential impact.
Secondly, the project has to keep pace with the ongoing scientific research relevant to the
technological objectives. Section 2.2 of deliverable D8.3 outlined the state of the art across the
various research domains of interest, which the project continues to review and closely monitor.
Thirdly, the project has to advance the state of the art, in research domains that are aligned with the
project scientific and technological vision. In the form of a summary, Section 2.1 describes the
achievements and impact of the project so far. Section 2.2 outlines the innovation pathways the
projects is taking. Section 2.3 then reports on the progress towards advancing the state of the art.
Finally, and as an extension to the research directions and innovation pathways covered above,
Section 2.4 summarises the innovation potential of the project. Most importantly, this is associated
to specific market segments of interest to the European Communications Services Providers (CSPs),
industrial partners and SMEs of the project, where the innovations of SUPERFLUIDITY are expected
to generate more impact, resulting in competitive advantages.
The wealth of project activities reported in deliverables D8.6 Final Report on Communication &
Dissemination Actions and D8.7 Final Report on Standardisation & Open Source Contributions, which
we will not replicate herein, should also be considered a measure of innovation and a driver of
exploitation of the project.
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2.1 Project Achievements
The SUPERFLUIDITY project is focused on the transformation of Telecommunications and Service
Providers infrastructures to Cloud Native infrastructures in order to bridge the Cloud and Telco
worlds. The vision of the project consists of a “superfluid” 5G network infrastructure, characterized
by four key properties: 1) location-independence where services can be deployed (and relocated) on
various networks depending on application needs, 2) time-independence where deployment and
migration of services is near instantaneous, 3) scale-independence where services scale transparently
in a cloud-like manner, providing massive consolidation, 4) hardware-independence where services
are developed and deployed with high performance irrespective of the underlying hardware.
Following this vision, the SUPERFLUIDITY project worked on a set of key innovations. Firstly, network
services are decomposed into Reusable Function Blocks (RFBs). Decomposing functions into RFBs
facilitates the re-use of components. The project considers heterogeneous platforms for the
deployment and execution of RFBs, called RFB Execution Environments (REE). The composition and
orchestration of RFBs on the REEs is modelled using the RFB Description and Composition Languages
(RDCL). RFBs and REEs respectively represent a generalization of the concepts of VNFs (Virtual
Network Function) and NFVI (NFV Infrastructure) defined in current ETSI NFV architecture, while the
RDCLs are the generalization of the descriptors of Network Services and VNFs. With respect to the
state of the art, the introduction of RFBs, REEs and RDCLs proposed by SUPERFLUIDITY provides a
higher level of abstraction, including the support of heterogeneous execution platforms and the
possibility to decompose functions with finer granularity (i.e. into smaller components). In particular,
the decomposition can be iterated as RFBs can be decomposed in RFBs resulting in a “nested”
composition model.

Figure 1: RFB, REE and RDCL abstractions proposed by SUPERFLUIDITY
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A key benefit of using RFBs is that by decomposing complex functions into their constituent parts it
is possible to re-utilize their atomic functionalities to quickly compose new services. More
information can be found in the SUPERFLUIDITY D3.1 - Final system architecture, programming
interfaces and security framework specification.
The project has investigated Micro-VNFs, small and highly specialised VNFs that can be supported by
the Unikernel virtualization technology. Unikernels offer very good performance in terms of memory
footprint and instantiation time and have very good isolation and security properties (better than
containers). In particular, the project investigated ClickOS, a Xen-based Unikernel tailored for NFV
appliances, able to provide highly efficient raw packet processing. In our tests, Unikernel instances
have been demonstrated to have a small footprint (around 5 MB of memory when running), an
instantiation time of a few milliseconds, capable of processing up to 10Gb/s of traffic and do not
require a persistent disk drive to work. In addition, they benefit from the isolation provided by the
Xen Hypervisor and the flexibility offered by the Click modular router.
The project also investigated the combination of virtualisation technologies (VMs and containers) in
the same service infrastructure and tackled a set of challenging problems related to the manner in
which they will be orchestrated and networked together. In this area, the project contributed to open
source frameworks such as ManageIQ for service deployment and to Kuryr to provide the networking
capabilities necessary to support the deployments of VM’s and containers together.
The SUPERFLUIDITY project has integrated the MEC (Mobile Edge Computing) concept into its
architecture, designing and implementing a modular MEC prototype using SDN/NFV technologies.
The MEC is integrated in an EDGE cloud deployment with the first prototype of a Cloud RAN that
includes a front-haul re-programmable via SDN, and interacting with a decomposed core network.
The different Cloud RAN and CORE components are deployed as Docker containers.
The SUPERFLUIDITY vision of a highly dynamic deployment of RFBs to support 5G services requires
the appropriate use of telemetry, analytics and data visualisation. Telemetry or monitoring helps to
provide useful insights into platform issues, which can significantly influence the performance of
user-provided service-level KPIs. In fact, the type, quantity, quality and configuration of the exposed
metrics by virtualized functions or host cloud environments can be limited leading to significant
challenges. Metrics are typically tied to a specific type of virtualisation implementation approach such
as virtual machines (VMs) and can have scalability challenges. In the context of SUPERFLUIDITY, a
scalable and flexible telemetry platform is required to support the diverse virtualised environments
i.e. VMs/containers and bare metal (non-virtualised environments). To address this challenge, the
project has adopted standalone telemetry agents to provide a wide range of metrics across different
SUPERFLUIDITY Del. D8.8 Final Report on Innovation and Exploitation Actions
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virtualisation methods and for different use cases i.e. operation service monitoring and service
characterisation.
The characterisation methodology relies on a structured experimental approach focusing on specific
service characteristics called TALE (Through, Anomalies, Latency, Entropy), which leverages a full
stack monitoring approach for the collection of metrics. Collected metrics relate to both the physical
and virtualised compute/storage/network environments and the actual service under test in an
operational context. The snap framework has been adopted by the project due to its set of
capabilities, which address many of the requirements identified by SUPERFLUIDITY 5G environments.
For example the snap telemetry platform supports dynamic reconfiguration without interruption, can
be used in “tribes” for automated replication of agent configurations i.e. change on one, replicate to
many, which is an important feature for scalability.
Another critical aspect targeted by SUPERFLUIDITY is related to the formalised validation of
deployments. In this area, SUPERFLUIDITY considers a symbolic execution tool for dataplane
verification called SymNet and is working on:


Languages that allows operators to express their policies easily and with a compact
representation.



A verification tool that performs symbolic execution guided by the operator policy, in order
to reduce the number of explored paths.



Provably correct transformations from the SEFL language (used by SymNet) to dataplane
languages such as P4, ensuring that the verification results are accurate.

The SUPERFLUIDITY project has demonstrated its main achievements in an integrated testbed. The
final demonstration has been structured in the form of a set of scenes, meant to demonstrate the
key features claimed by the project. The demonstrator is built using two integrated testbeds
(connected using a VPN), which are geographically dispersed and host different elements of the endto-end demonstrator. Testbed #1 is located at Nokia France premises and provides a hardware and
wireless platform supporting the demonstration of a number of the key innovations (e.g. Cloud RAN,
RFB decomposition …) developed by the project. It acts as the EDGE cloud. Testbed #2 is a hardware
platform located at BT’s UK premises, consisting of 5 servers and a switch, which supports flexible
virtualisation experiments and demonstrations. It acts as Central Cloud.
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2.2 Innovation Pathways
Table 2 outlines the research areas targeted by SUPERFLUIDITY, as well as the objectives of the
project for each of these areas. Line items in italic text are additions to the initial scope of the project.

Research Area

Cloud
Networking

SUPERFLUIDITY Goals

NFV
Virtualised
Environment

- Achieve 10-40 Gbps throughput with virtualised and software based
packet processing.
- Achieve tens of ms. (or lower) service instantiation.
- Achieve massive consolidation and migration of services.

Software
Radio and DSP
Virtualization

- Unify and abstract the protocol stack and the hardware platform to
instantiate multiple vendor protocols.
- Open radio platform and enable third parties to design the protocol
stack.
- Design portable runtime dataflow engines, enabling simultaneous
seamless execution of multiple protocols.

High Perf.
SoftwareBased Packet
Processing

- Achieve high performance with commodity hardware.
- Increase the level of flexibility by going beyond the paradigms of
proprietary, embedded systems.
- Enable agile network function deployment.

Automated
KPI to
Platform
Metrics
Mapping

- Develop an automated methodology to identify platform features
which most significantly influence user provided KPI’s for a given
workload
- Reduce the number of metrics which must be captured by an order of
magnitude to monitor a KPI
- Develop an approach/model which can predict user provided service
KPI’s

Network Service
Decomposition and
Programmability

- Introduce program abstractions specifically targeted to 5G functions.
- Combine block-based composition abstractions (such as those
exploited in Click routers [KOH2000], or emerging in the ETSI NFV work
on service chaining) with event-driven programming paradigms such
as basic match/action based approaches or more powerful stateful
abstractions based on extended finite state machines.

Cloud RAN and Mobile Edge
Computing

- Enable modular “hot” replacing of eNB functions (such as scheduling)
and allow migration of such functions between edge clouds and the
antenna subsystem, so as to balance algorithmic complexity with
front-haul capacity.
- Enable the migration of non-RAN functions (like local caching and CDN)
to the edge cloud, to maximise their performance.
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- Decompose video streaming functions to exploit the combined core and
edge architecture, reducing the transfer of video data in the back-haul.

Automated Security and
Correctness

- Provide a pre-deployment checking system to ensure that virtualised
network services do not negatively affect the network nor other
tenants; the system has to be both scalable and stateful, able to model
most types of services.
- Implement a post-deployment system that will learn the behaviour of
traffic and detect any anomalies, thus providing a further security
mechanism in cases where the checking system does not have
information about the processing performed by a network function, or
when static analysis is inaccurate.
Table 2: SUPERFLUIDITY Innovations and Goals

2.3 Progress Beyond the State of the Art
In this section we cover what the project’s progress beyond the state of the art was envisioned to be,
for each area of Table 2. Also, we report project results that demonstrate outcomes to that direction.
One general area of interest to the project is to evaluate the viability of deploying future 5G networks,
and how it might benefit from SUPERFLUIDITY innovations. In [CHI2016], SUPERFLUIDITY researchers
investigate the possibility of deploying 5G networks in rural and low-income zones. After considering
the main challenges that need to be faced, we identify the main pillars to follow, in order to deploy 5G
networks in such zones, as well as a proposal of a future network architecture. We expand on this
further in [CHI2017a], which was published in the IEEE Communications Standards Magazine. Our
solution investigates the possibility of mounting Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) on top of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), as well as Large Cells (LCs) to increase the coverage range. In addition, 5Gnodes are powered by solar panels and batteries. Preliminary results, obtained over three
representative case studies (located in Italy, Cook Islands, and Zimbabwe), show that providing
connectivity in rural and low-income areas by means of the proposed 5G architecture is feasible. At
the same time, we show that the monthly subscription fee paid by the users can be kept sufﬁciently
low, i.e., less than 1 [EUR/month] in low-income areas, and around 11 [EUR/month] in rural regions.
As a generalization of the above, in [CHI2017b] we target the evaluation of a Superfluid 5G network
from an economic point of view. The considered 5G architecture has attributes, such as flexibility,
agility, portability and high performance, as advocated by the project. The proposed economic model,
allows to compute the CAPEX, the OPEX, the Net Present Value (NPV) and the Internal Rate of Return
(IRR). Specifically, we apply our model to estimate the impact for the operator of migrating from a
legacy 4G to a 5G network. Our preliminary results, obtained over two realistic case studies located in
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Bologna (Italy) and San Francisco (CA), show that the monthly subscription fee for the subscribers can
be kept sufficiently low, i.e., typically around $5 per user, while allowing a profit for the operator.
2.3.1 Cloud Networking
2.3.1.1 Cloud-based, Virtualised Network Services
SUPERFLUIDITY will push the boundaries of the previous work with the goal of developing
mechanisms in support for a superfluid, virtualised network architecture. Specific goals include, but
are not limited to, achieving high throughput (10-40Gb/s and higher throughput), near-instantaneous
virtualised service instantiation and migration (in tens of milliseconds or less) and massive
consolidation of services (e.g., thousands of virtual machines on a single x86 server).
Network and function Management and Orchestration (MANO) is of paramount importance for
SUPERFLUIDITY, therefore we aim to enhance existing, yet still basic orchestration platforms
[MIJ2016b]. In [VEN2016] we deal with the management of the virtual computing resources for the
execution of Micro VNFs. This functionality is performed by the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM)
in the NFV MANagement and Orchestration (MANO) reference architecture. We discuss the VIM
instantiation process and propose a generic reference model, starting from the analysis of two Open
Source VIMs, namely OpenStack Nova and Nomad. We implemented a tuned version of the VIMs with
the specific goal of reducing the duration of the instantiation process. We realized a performance
comparison of the two VIMs, both considering the plain and the tuned versions. The tuned VIMs and
the performance evaluation tools that we have employed can be downloaded from our repository.
The comparison was thereafter expanded to add OpenVIM, which is part of ETSI Open Source MANO.
In [LUN2018], presented at the ETSI Open Source MANO Conference, we describe the proposed
extensions to OpenVIM to support ClickOS Unikernels and Xen. On the basis of a scenario we have
implemented, that can combine Unikernels and regular VMs in the same Network Service or VNF
extending OpenVIM, we describe how we have extended the ETSI NFV models and OpenVIM. In
particular, we provide the details of the OpenVIM descriptor extensions to support Unikernels. As a
background information, we discuss Unikernels and their orchestration aspects, focusing on ClickOS
Unikernels. We have adapted 3 VIMs (OpenStack, Nomad, OpenVIM) to support ClickOS Unikernels
and report the performance evaluation of VM instantiation time.
Recently, with new hardware architectures such as Reconfigurable Match Tables and languages such
as P4, the SDN community has started to bring line-rate data plane programmatic flexibility inside
switching chipsets. Starting from the original OpenFlow's match/action abstraction, most of the work
has so far focused on key improvements in matching flexibility. Conversely, the “action” part, i.e. the
set of operations (such as encapsulation or header manipulation) performed on packets after the
SUPERFLUIDITY Del. D8.8 Final Report on Innovation and Exploitation Actions
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forwarding decision, has received way less attention: The OpenFlow community has limited to
standardize the set of supported actions, whereas their implementation has been delegated to each
specific vendor/device. Our goal is to move beyond the idea of “atomic”, pre-implemented, actions,
and rather make them programmable while retaining high speed multi-gbps operation. In [PON2017]
we propose a domain-specific HW architecture, called Packet Manipulation Processor (PMP), able to
efficiently support micro-programs implementing such actions. We describe three non-trivial use cases
(tunnelling, NAT, and ARP reply generation), and assess the relevant throughput performance. Based
on our analysis, the most demanding actions, in terms of processing power, are those related to the
manipulation of the data inside the packets, i.e. the set of operations (such as encapsulation or header
manipulation) performed on packets after the forwarding decision. These encapsulation and header
rewriting actions are key elements to put together heterogeneous networks and to enable flexible
slicing, as envisioned by the forthcoming 5G network architecture. In [BRU2018] we focus on the
design of a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processor, based on a custom instruction set, able to
perform efficient packet processing operations granting multi-gbps throughput. In particular, we
provide details of the Packet Manipulator Processor (PMP) architecture and its I/O interfaces, which
have been designed to accomplish packet manipulation tasks, we discuss the throughput analysis of
the three abovementioned use cases, and present FPGA synthesis results.
Another major challenge with Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) is ensuring protection of Virtual
Network Function (VNF) resources against “Noisy Neighbour” effects. This is essentially the result of
shared resources being consumed in extremis within a multi-tenant setup, meaning one VNF’s
resources are restricted by that of another VNF. One of the major shared resource bottlenecks is the
central processor’s Last Level Cache (LLC). [VEI2017] details a testbed which enables “Cache Allocation
Technology” (CAT), so as to deterministically prioritize LLC resources between competing workloads.
A number of CAT “Class of Service” (CoS) paradigms are explained for a range of service chain
scenarios, involving virtual Firewall and virtual Router VNFs alongside a Noisy Neighbour VNF.
Significant performance benefits are confirmed, bringing the performance of target VNFs in the
presence of a LLC-hungry Noisy Neighbour, into alignment with the baseline scenario of a “Noise-Free”
neighbouring VNF.
Even though NFV has been touted as the silver bullet for tackling a number of operator problems, the
reality is that, in practice, it has proved hard to achieve the stable, predictable performance provided
by hardware middleboxes, and so operators have essentially resorted to throwing money at the
problem, deploying highly underutilized servers (e.g., one NF per CPU core) in order to guarantee high
performance during peak periods and meet SLAs. In [YAS2017] we introduce HyperNF, a high
performance NFV framework aimed at maximizing server performance when concurrently running
large numbers of NFs. To achieve this, HyperNF implements hypercall-based virtual I/O, placing packet
forwarding logic inside the hypervisor to significantly reduce I/O synchronization overheads. HyperNF
SUPERFLUIDITY Del. D8.8 Final Report on Innovation and Exploitation Actions
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improves throughput by 10%-73% depending on the NF, is able to closely match resource allocation
specifications (with deviations of only 3.5%), and to efficiently cope with changing traffic loads.
Containers are in great demand because they are lightweight when compared to virtual machines. On
the downside, containers offer weaker isolation than VMs, to the point where people run containers
in virtual machines to achieve proper isolation. In [MAN2017], we examine whether there is indeed a
strict tradeoff between isolation (VMs) and efficiency (containers). We find that VMs can be as nimble
as containers, as long as they are small and the toolstack is fast enough. We achieve lightweight VMs
by using unikernels for specialized applications and with Tinyx, a tool that enables creating tailormade, trimmed-down Linux virtual machines. By themselves, lightweight virtual machines are not
enough to ensure good performance since the virtualization control plane (the toolstack) becomes the
performance bottleneck. We present LightVM, a new virtualization solution based on Xen that is
optimized to offer fast boot-times regardless of the number of active VMs. LightVM features a
complete redesign of Xen’s control plane, transforming its centralized operation to a distributed one
where interactions with the hypervisor are reduced to a minimum. LightVM can boot a VM in 2.3ms,
comparable to fork/exec on Linux (1ms), and two orders of magnitude faster than Docker. LightVM
can pack thousands of LightVM guests on modest hardware with memory and CPU usage comparable
to that of processes.
Unikernels are increasingly gaining traction in real-world deployments, especially for NFV and
microservices, where their low footprint and high performance are especially beneficial. However, they
still suffer from a lack of tools to support developers. In [SCH2017] we present uniprof, a stack profiler
that supports Xen unikernels on x86 and ARM and does not requires any code changes or
instrumentation. Its high speed and low overhead (0.1% at 100 samples/s) makes it usable even in
production environments, allowing the collection of realistic and highly credible data.
To demonstrate that intelligent network services can be realized at high throughputs, in [GON2017a]
we present Net2Vec, a ﬂexible high-performance platform that allows the execution of deep learning
algorithms in the communication network. Net2Vec is able to capture data from the network at more
than 60Gbps, transform it into meaningful tuples and apply predictions over the tuples in real time.
This platform can be used for different purposes ranging from trafﬁc classiﬁcation to network
performance analysis. Finally, we showcase the use of Net2Vec by implementing and testing a solution
able to proﬁle network users at line rate using traces coming from a real network. We show that the
use of deep learning for this case outperforms the baseline method both in terms of accuracy and
performance. [GON2017b] explores the use of Net2Vec for network data monetization use cases.
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2.3.1.2 Software Radio and DSP Virtualization
In contrast to previous work, SUPERFLUIDITY addresses the question of how to unify and abstract
both the protocol stack as well as the hardware platform in order to allow (dynamic) instantiation of
multiple vendor protocols. SUPERFLUIDITY attempts to open the radio hardware platform and enable
third parties to design protocol stacks by defining a set of primitives and associated APIs enabling
protocol modelling and construction according to dataflow paradigm. In addition to this,
SUPERFLUIDITY will design the portable runtime dataflow engine enabling simultaneous seamless
execution of multiple protocols. In order to cope with computational and real-time requirements of
protocol stack processing, HW acceleration and its abstraction will complement the work in this area.
SDN and NFV are the embraced technologies for the backhauling of future 5G networks. VM and
Docker container based deployments have received much attention. [ARA2017] presents the
virtualization of a prototyped software defined RAN architecture by using VMs and Docker containers.
In addition, it provides an analytical model for the generalized software defined RAN architecture with
the practice of VM based and Docker container based implementations. Using measurements
obtained from the two testbeds and the introduced queuing model, we compare their performances
and analyse the two different architectures. Results verify the superiority of the Docker technology.
Some observations from the behaviour of the testbeds are concluded for a better understanding of
the VM and Docker container based technologies for the future development of 5G SDN controller.
2.3.1.3 High Performance, Software-based Packet Processing
SUPERFLUIDITY proposes to advance the state of this art by considering the use of highly
heterogeneous hardware for network processing, to open up levels of performance and power
consumption tuning that could only be seen in ASICs, while retaining the flexibility only afforded by
software, a proposition particularly attractive for ISP clouds. This includes leveraging hardware just
now hitting the market such as lowpower, small-sized microservers with architectures beyond the
traditional x86 (e.g., MIPS64, ARM, ARM’s BIT.little, to name but a few) in order to severely reduce
energy costs, especially for edge deployments.
The ability to automatically extract high performance out of commodity hardware remains largely an
open research problem, and one that is only likely to receive greater attention as an increasing
amount of network functionality moves to software.
SUPERFLUIDITY will aim at meeting the stringent requirements imposed by future 5G networks by
designing and implementing a superfluid, converged network architecture that is location, hardware
and time-independent. The work will push the boundaries of what is currently possible with
virtualised, software-based packet processing (10-40Gb/s and higher, extremely fast service
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instantiation and migration in milliseconds, massive numbers of concurrent virtualised services on a
single platform, significant power reductions, etc.). The goal is to bring the advantages of cloud and
software-based networking to 5G networks so that services can be deployed whenever and wherever
they are needed, and to leverage the availability of inexpensive, off-the-shelf hardware in the
process. In addition, SUPERFLUIDITY will contribute to the enhancement of underlying application
delivery methods through novel mechanisms, thus facilitating seamless end-to-end user experience
[MEK2016a, MEK2016b].
SUPERFLUIDITY partners carefully addressed all issues related to core networking protocols, provided
the desired backward compatibility required by future 5G deployments. TCP acceleration was a
fundamental necessity for the whole consortium therefore a lightweight TCP proxy was designed and
implemented, as described in [SIR2016]. This TCP proxy, called Miniproxy, was built on top of a
specialized minimalistic cloud operating system, shows connection handling performance comparable
to that of full-fledged GNU/Linux TCP proxy implementations, however its minimalistic footprint
enables new use cases. Specifically, Miniproxy requires as little as 6 MB to run and boots in tens of
milliseconds, enabling massive consolidation, on-the-fly instantiation and edge cloud computing
scenarios. The benefits of Miniproxy were demonstrated by implementing and evaluating a TCP
acceleration use case, clearly proving that this solution is capable of accelerating TCP’s connection
establishment and slow start phases. Miniproxy’s very short boot times facilitate on-the-fly proxy
boot, as the SYN packet of a TCP connection is first received.
In addition, Multipath TCP (MPTCP), the drop-in replacement for TCP that can use multiple paths in a
single transport connection to improve reliability and throughput, was also evaluated. More
specifically SUPERFLUIDITY partners analysed its fundamental ingredient, the congestion control
algorithm that aims to efficiently allocate network resources across different multipath flows. The
aforementioned analysis revealed that the MPTCP congestion controller may be gamed with a
technique called policy drop, which adds artificial loss to all TCP and MPTCP traffic based on the
client’s access link speed and the connection RTT. This method redirects MPTCP traffic to alternative
paths and may prove to be a simple way for network operators to regulate traffic [POP2016].
The starting point of [VAS2017] is the observation that all resources, including processors, main
memory and storage are used, most often, to produce, consume or to transfer data, and can be viewed
as special types of network “links” with diﬀerent speeds. We want to explore what would happen if
we do away with cloud-style reservations for in-network processing: Is it possible to adopt the besteﬀort per-packet service in the context of sharing other resources beyond bandwidth? In other words,
we would like to rely on endpoint congestion control to share network processing resources in the
same way it shares network capacity. We rely on experimentation to see whether traditional O/S
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process scheduling is suﬃcient to share network processing. Our results show that sharing CPUs via
traditional O/S mechanisms is suboptimal, as it leads to ineﬃcient and unfair resource allocations in
many situations. Next, we propose changes to the buﬀering discipline (endpoint congestion control)
used by the network processes that remedy the problems identiﬁed in our experiments. We evaluate
these changes in simulation, showing that they achieve both good fairness and resource allocation.
Returning to the subject of TCP proxies, in [SIR2017] we focus on cases where the TCP proxy is only
required during the initial phases of a network connection, becoming just a relay during the later
stages, until the connection is finally closed. We try to answer the following question: Can established
connections be offloaded from the TCP proxy? Our goal is to save precious resources by transparently
removing the TCP proxy from the data path, when the proxy’s operations are limited to relaying
packets. Performing a TCP connection offload implies fulfilling two requirements. First, the offload
should be performed without modifying the end-hosts of a connection, i.e., the client and the server.
Second, the offload should not negatively affect the connection performance. Indeed, the main issue
is in the need to join together two TCP connections with their specific per-connection states. To this
end, our work provides a twofold contribution. First, we identify the minimum set of operations
required to implement the joining of two TCP connections fulfilling the above requirements. Then, we
show that such operations can be easily supported by already deployed infrastructure elements, such
as P4 programmable switches. We implemented a proof-of-concept of our technique, named TCP
proxy bypass, using PISCES, a P4 software switch based on OVS, and extending Miniproxy [SIR2016].
2.3.1.4 Automated KPI Mapping to Platform Metrics
For optimised service deployments (initial placement / rebalancing), a key question relates to what do
we modify in our system to meet required KPIs? Where do we act and on which metrics?
SUPERFLUIDITY will identify metrics, which mostly significantly influence service level KPIs (latency,
throughput, etc.) with corresponding platform features (modification/action options). The approach
taken will be based on an automated methodology which maps user defined service level KPIs to
platform features and metrics, which have the most significant influence on the service performance.
Correlation of service level KPI’s to platform features/resources using a feature ranking approach built
on classification/regression, statistical and ML techniques. Automatic KPI mapping will allow:


Better initial placement – enforce policies to ensure SLA compliance during placement



Re-balancing – System observation based on most influential metrics (dimensionally reduce
large metrics sets); trigger appropriate actuations (kill, migrate & tune) based on “influence
knowledge insights”.



Capacity planning – Demonstration of the benefits of specification components/technologies
within the infrastructure landscape which improve service performance.
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The applicability of KPI mapping for virtual infrastructure scaling in the use case of deploying a realistic
video streaming service was demonstrated in [MEK2016a].
Fundamental to the Automated KPI Mapping approach is the ability to generate traffic workloads. In
[PRE2017a] we present Hammer, a real-world, end-to-end network trafﬁc simulator, capable of
simulating complex and dynamic network, user and server behaviours. The focus of this tool is to
primarily facilitate investigations related to product stability, for instance different aspects of capacity,
longevity, memory leaks, cores and also handle customer content testing that will reveal the behaviour
of the device under test in realistic network conditions. Hammer has a modular design, which offers
excellent scalability, rendering the platform capable of being installed on commodity hardware. In
addition, Hammer has a resource-savvy nature, thus requires limited computational resources to
generate signiﬁcant trafﬁc loads. Instead of operating on a packet level, Hammer offers applicationlayer workload interaction along with inherent data plane acceleration, delivering brisk performance
with unparalleled ﬂexibility and ease of use. Our tests show that Hammers operation is linearly linked
to the underlying hardware resources, however, even when the simulator is installed in a resourcebound environment, it can still deliver trafﬁc loads that correspond to thousands of interconnected
users each with real-world behaviour per session. To verify this in realistic scenarios, in [PRE2017b] we
have partially benchmarked Hammer and demonstrated some of its capabilities on testing actual
platforms deployed in production-like networking environments. Hammer was integrated to a
complex testbed and proved capable of identifying the operational breaking point or the target node,
as well as obtaining several metrics for its behaviour.
[MEK2018] demonstrates how the TALE methodology (see Section 2.1) can automatically profile
virtualized media processing functions. Most media streaming services are composed by different
virtualized processing functions such as encoding, packaging, encryption, content stitching etc.
Deployment of these functions in the cloud is attractive as it enables flexibility in deployment options
and resource allocation for the different functions. Yet, most of the time overprovisioning of cloud
resources is necessary in order to meet demand variability. This can be costly, especially for large scale
deployments. Prior art proposes resource allocation based on analytical models that minimize the
costs of cloud deployments under a quality of service (QoS) constraint. However, these models do not
sufficiently capture the underlying complexity of services composed of multiple processing functions.
Instead, we introduce a novel methodology based on full-stack telemetry and machine learning to
profile virtualized or cloud native media processing functions individually. The basis of the approach
consists of investigating 4 categories of performance metrics: throughput, anomaly, latency and
entropy (TALE) in offline (stress tests) and online setups using cloud telemetry. Machine learning is
then used to profile the media processing function in the targeted cloud/NFV environment and to
extract the most relevant cloud level Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that relate to the final
perceived quality and known client side performance indicators. The results enable more efficient
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monitoring, as only KPI related metrics need to be collected, stored and analyzed, reducing the storage
and communication footprints by over 85 %. In addition a detailed overview of the functions behavior
was obtained, enabling optimized initial configuration and deployment, and more finegrained
dynamic online resource allocation reducing overprovisioning and avoiding function collapse. We
further highlight the next steps towards cloud native carrier grade virtualized processing functions
relevant for future network architectures such as in emerging 5G architectures.
2.3.2 Network Services Decomposition and Programmability
SUPERFLUIDITY will devise programming abstractions specifically targeted to 5G functions. The API
design work will address three programming levels: service, function, and processing levels, and will
attempt to maximise viability by reusing existing standard (when applicable) or research community
best practices. Work will on one side target the definition of 5G specific actions and events, and on
the other side will address the specification of the constructs needed to combine and orchestrate a
desired execution of such actions (conditioned on the arrival of events). Particularly promising and
forward-looking is SUPERFLUIDITY’s approach of combining block-based composition abstractions
(such as those exploited in Click routers, in some software defined radio architectures, or emerging
in the ETSI NFV work on service chaining) with event-driven programming paradigms such as basic
match/action based approaches or more powerful stateful abstractions based on extended finite
state machines [ETT2016].
With the introduction of SDN in large-scale IP provider networks being still an open issue with many
different solutions constantly being suggested, SUPERFLUIDITY researchers proposed a hybrid
approach that allows the coexistence of traditional IP routing with SDN based forwarding within the
same provider domain. The solution is called OSHI – Open Source Hybrid IP/SDN networking and is
fully implemented by combining and extending Open Source software. The OSHI system architecture
is described in [NSM2016] and includes the design and implementation of advanced services like
Pseudo Wires and Virtual Switches. In addition, a set of Open Source management tools for the
emulation of the proposed solution using either the Mininet emulator or distributed physical testbeds
was demonstrated, which include an extensible web-based graphical topology designer, providing
different layered network “views” (e.g. from physical links to service relationships among nodes). The
suite is capable of validating an input topology, deploy it in an automatic manner over a Mininet
emulator or a distributed SDN testbed and allow access to emulated nodes by opening consoles in the
web GUI, along with the necessary tools for evaluating the performance of all deployed nodes.
In [SCH2016] we define the notion of composition for SDN applications and show the theoretical and
practical approaches to composition in SDNs, explaining the challenges associated with it. We explore
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the feasibility of OpenFlow as an Application Programming Interface (API) for a composition engine
and argue that its design as Southbound controller interface makes it unsuitable for this task.
Provided that Network Service complexity will significantly increase in the foreseeable future, all
network function outsourcing and efficient deployment techniques will render 5G infrastructure fast,
secure and content independent. For instance, a scalable system that will allow cloud service providers
to privately compute network functions on behalf of a client in such a way that the cloud does not
become aware of the underlying policies, thus providing strong security guarantees in the honest-butcurious model based on cryptographic secret sharing, is definitely a welcome addition to the proposed
architecture in terms of security, network resource utilisation and security. Such a solution, called
SplitBox was presented in [ASG2016] by first describing the abstract functionality model the
implementation was based onto, and then by executing a firewall test case showing the solutions
capabilities of achieving throughput of over 2 Gbps with 1kB-sized packets on average, traversing up
to 60 firewall rules, numbers way beyond competition or existing implementations.
Programmable dataplanes are emerging as a disruptive technology to implement network function
virtualization in an SDN environment. This technology can be further enhanced by using data plane
abstraction with stateful processing. In [BON2017a] we focus on real world use cases with stateful
forwarding requirements to validate Open Packet Processor (OPP) data plane abstraction. We first
demonstrate the suitability of OPP for implementing complex stateful network functions by providing
the detailed implementation of three use cases, which were demo’ed in [BON2017b]. Second, we
assess the scalability of the use case implementations in the context of a datacenter deployment.
[DAR2017] is an extensive survey we published on IEEE Communications Surveys and Tutorials that
discusses the security implications of stateful SDN planes. SDN emerged as an attempt to introduce
network innovations faster, and to radically simplify and automate the management of large
networks. SDN traditionally leverages OpenFlow as device-level abstraction. Since OpenFlow permits
the programmer to “just” abstract a static ﬂow-table, any stateful control and processing intelligence
is necessarily delegated to the network controller. Motivated by the latency and signaling overhead
that comes along with such a two-tiered SDN programming model, several works have proposed
innovative switch-level (data plane) programming abstractions capable to deploy some smartness
directly inside the network switches, e.g., in the form of localized stateful ﬂow processing.
Furthermore, the possible inclusion of states and state maintenance primitives inside the switches is
currently being debated in the OpenFlow standardization community itself. In [DAR2017], after having
provided the reader with a background on such emerging stateful SDN data plane proposals, we focus
our attention on the security implications that data plane programmability brings about. Also via the
identiﬁcation of potential attack scenarios, we speciﬁcally highlight possible vulnerabilities speciﬁc to
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stateful in-switch processing (including denial of service and saturation attacks), which we believe
should be carefully taken into consideration in the ongoing design of current and future proposals for
stateful SDN data planes.
To highlight the benefits of the SUPERFLUIDITY architecture model, [CHI2017c] considers the problem
of evaluating the performance of a 5G network based on RFBs, as proposed by the project. RFBs allow
a high level of ﬂexibility, agility, portability and high performance. After formally modelling the RFB
entities and the network physical nodes, we optimally formulate the problem of maximizing different
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) on a RFB-based network architecture, in which the RFBs are shared
among the nodes, and deployed only where and when they are really needed. Our results, obtained
by solving the proposed optimization problem over a simple yet representative scenario, show that
the network can be managed in a very efﬁcient way.
In [SHO2017], we start from a 5G Superﬂuid Network, as an outcome of this project. The network
apparently exploits the concept of Reusable Functional Block (RFB), a virtual resource that can be
deployed on top of 5G physical nodes. Then we target the management of the RFBs in a Superﬂuid
network to deliver a high deﬁnition video to the users. Speciﬁcally, we design an efﬁcient algorithm,
called P5G, which is based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Our P5G solution targets different
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), including the maximization of user throughput, or the minimization
of the number of used 5G nodes. Results, obtained over a representative scenario, show that P5G is
able to wisely manage the RFBs, while always guaranteeing a large throughput to the users.
Optimal design of 5G Superfluid Networks is also discussed in [CHI2018]. The core of the project is the
definition of a 5G converged architecture based on virtual entities, Reusable Functional Blocks (RFBs),
which can be run on different HW and SW execution environments. The exploitation of RFBs allows to
achieve the required level of flexibility required by 5G. After optimally formulating the problem of
minimizing the total installation costs of a SuperFluid Network composed of RFBs and physical 5G
nodes, we propose a new algorithm, called SFDA, to practically tackle the problem. Our results,
obtained over a representative case study, show that SFDA is able to solve the problem in a reasonable
amount of time, returning solutions very close to the optimum. In addition, we clearly show the tradeoffs that emerge between the need of providing a service level to users (in terms of downlink traffic or
coverage) and the total costs incurred to install the elements of the network.
Another important 5G KPI is energy efficiency. [TAJ2018] discusses the subject of energy efficient path
allocation for Service Function Chaining (SFC). SFC is a service deployment concept that promises cost
efficiency and increases flexibility for computer networks. On the other hand, SDN provides a powerful
infrastructure to implement SFC. In [TAJ2018], we mathematically formulate the SFC problem in SDNSUPERFLUIDITY Del. D8.8 Final Report on Innovation and Exploitation Actions
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based networks. In this way, the energy consumption of the network is minimized while the traffic
congestion is controlled through network reconfiguration. Additionally, a low complex heuristic
algorithm is proposed to find a near-optimal solution for the mentioned problem. Simulation results
show that the proposed heuristic reconfigures the network in a way that the energy consumption is
near-optimal while the SFC requirements are met. Besides, the computational complexity is very low
which makes it applicable for real-world networks.
In [SAL2017a] we present RDCL 3D, a "model agnostic" web framework for the design and composition
of NFV services and components. The framework allows editing and validating the descriptors of
services and components both textually and graphically and supports the interaction with external
orchestrators or with deployment and execution environments. RDCL 3D is open source and designed
with a modular approach, allowing developers to "plug in" the support for new models. We describe
several advances with respect to the NFV state of the art, which have been implemented with RDCL
3D. We have integrated in the platform the latest ETSI NFV ISG model specifications for which no
parsers/validators were available. We have also included in the platform the support for OASIS TOSCA
models, reusing existing parsers. Then we have considered the modelling of components in a modular
software router (Click), which goes beyond the traditional scope of NFV. We have further developed
this approach by combining traditional NFV components (VNFs) and Click elements in a single model.
Finally, we have considered the support of this solution using the Unikernels virtualization technology.
In the context of the emergent SDN paradigm, the attention is mostly directed to the evolution of
control protocols and networking functionalities. However, network professionals also need the right
tools to reach the same level—and beyond—of monitoring and control they have in traditional
networks. Current SDN tools are developed on an ad-hoc basis, for specific SDN frameworks, while
production environments demand standard platforms and easy integration. [ROJ2018] is an extensive
survey, published on ACM Computing Surveys, that aims to foster the definition of the next generation
SDN management framework by providing the readers a thorough overview of existing SDN tools and
main research directions.
2.3.3 Cloud RAN and Mobile Edge Computing
Beyond the current vision of a static RAN function fully located in one “edge computing” place,
SUPERFLUIDITY will support the ability to modularly “hot” replace eNB functions (such as scheduling)
and to permit migration of such functions between edge clouds and the antenna subsystem, so as to
balance algorithmic complexity with fronthaul capacity. SUPERFLUIDITY will also transcend current
Mobile Edge Computing vision where non-RAN functions (local caching, CDN, ...) are envisaged to be
co-located only at the eNB by enabling their migration between the RRH and the edge cloud, to
maximise their performance. In addition, SUPERFLUIDITY could exploit the Mobile Edge Computing
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architecture to design, implement, deploy and evaluate additional functional blocks for monitoring
purposes [TSE2016].
SUPERFLUIDITY also advances the state of the art by decomposing video streaming functions to exploit
the combined core and edge architecture. For example, edge (late) transmuxing [MEK2016b] was
developed, which showed improved video streaming performance by moving the trans multiplexing
operation to the edge, while keeping the core content at the core. Further experiments planned with
DRM and Personalization at the edge are expected to achieve similar improvements. SUPERFLUIDITY
develops new communication strategies between edge and core to realize these improvements.
Recent advances in point cloud capture and applications in VR/AR sparked new interests in the point
cloud data compression. Point Clouds are often organized and compressed with octree based
structures. The octree subdivision sequence is often serialized in a sequence of bytes that are
subsequently entropy encoded using range coding, arithmetic coding or other methods. Such octree
based algorithms are efficient only up to a certain level of detail as they have an exponential run-time
in the number of subdivision levels. In addition, the compression efficiency diminishes when the
number of subdivision levels increases. In [AIN2016] we present an alternative enhancement layer to
the coarse octree coded point cloud. In this case, the base layer of the point cloud is coded in known
octree based fashion, but the higher level of details are coded in a different way in an enhancement
layer bit-stream. The enhancement layer coding method takes the distribution of the points into
account and projects points to geometric primitives, i.e. planes. It then stores residuals and applies
entropy encoding with a learning based technique. The plane projection method is used for both
geometry compression and color attribute compression. For color coding the method is used to enable
efficient raster scanning of the color attributes on the plane to map them to an image grid. Results
show that both improved compression performance and faster run-times are achieved for geometry
and color attribute compression in point clouds.
In [MEK2016c] we present MP3DG-PCC, an open source framework for design, implementation and
evaluation of point cloud compression algorithms. The framework includes objective quality metrics,
lossy and lossless anchor codecs, and a test bench for consistent comparative evaluation. The
framework and proposed methodology is in use for the development of an international point cloud
compression standard in MPEG. In addition, the library is integrated with the popular point cloud
library, making a large number of point cloud processing available and aligning the work with the
broader open source community. [MEK2017] presents a methodology for performance assessment
that was established in the MPEG point cloud compression activity in a collaboration of leading
companies and academic institutes. It includes selected datasets, objective metrics and target coding
rates corresponding to distinguishable subjective qualities and different use cases. The performance
assessment methodology is applied to a compression framework on a large dataset developing an
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anchor performance benchmark. The benchmark results and methodology are used in the recent
MPEG Call for proposals on point cloud coding to consistently compare and evaluate technologies.
[WAG2017] presents Unified Remix, a solution for adaptive bit-rate streaming of video presentations
with inserted or edited content. The solution addresses three important challenges encountered when
streaming personalized media presentations. First, it reduces vulnerability to ad blocking technologies
and client-side playback deviations encountered when using manifest manipulation based methods.
Second, it reduces storage and computational costs associated with alternative server side solutions
such as brute force re-encoding or duplicate storage towards levels comparable to linear video
streaming (VoD or Live). Third, it handles the multi-source, multi-DRM and multiprotocol aspects for
modern video streaming natively in the workflow. The solution is based on a combination of existing
proven streaming technologies such as Unified Origin and newly designed components such as the
Remix MPEG-4 module. The framework uses standardized technologies such as MPEG-4 ISOBMFF,
SMIL and MPEG-DASH. The components work together in a micro service architecture enabling flexible
deployment using a (container) orchestration framework on premises or in the cloud. The solution is
demonstrated in two use cases: content pre-/post/mid roll and Live Archive to VoD conversion. As
many use cases can be implemented based upon Unified Remix, we envision it as a key component of
professional video streaming platforms.
In [SAL2017b], we first introduce the architecture for dynamic deployment and composition of virtual
functions proposed by the Superfluidity project. Then we consider a case study based on a typical 5G
scenario. In particular, we detail the design and implementation of a Video Streaming service
exploiting Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) functionalities. The analysis of the case study provide an
assessment on what can be achieved with current technologies and gives a first confirmation of the
validity of the proposed approach. Finally, we identify future directions of work towards the realization
of a Superfluid softwarized network.
In [ESP2017], we present a model for the complete edge function onloading problem, which consists
of three main phases: (1) Cyber foraging, which involves discovery of resources monitoring the state
of edge resources, (2) edge function mapping, which involves matching requests to available
resources, and (3) allocation, which involves assigning resources to mappings. Using optimization
theory, we show how these three phases are tightly connected, and how the wide spectrum of existing
solutions that either solve a particular phase, or jointly solve two of the phases (along with their
interactions), are incomplete and may lead to inefﬁciencies. Moreover, with extensive simulation
experiments we demonstrate that joint optimization of all three phases enables the edge network to
host a larger set of constrained edge function requests.
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One of the most challenging KPIs defined by the ITU-T (IMT-2020) for 5G is “latency below 1 ms”. This
is a key requirement for an emerging era of new applications, such as virtual and augmented reality,
video analytics, or Industry 4.0. Those applications require low latency to enable the so-called tactile
Internet. However, relying on large centralized datacenters as today, this requirement defies the laws
of physics. The solution is edge computing, a technology aiming to deploy applications at the edge of
the network, closer to end users. Altice Labs has been contributing to the standardization of this
technology from the beginning, and is currently prototyping a fully functional and ETSI standardscompliant solution. The first version of this prototype has been already released and a proof-ofconcept (PoC) has been deployed at the Altice PT Labs. [PAR2018] describes the edge computing
technology, the prototype under development, the PoC integration and the results of the preliminary
evaluation already performed.
2.3.4 Automated Security and Correctness
SUPERFLUIDITY will provide a two-pronged, complementary approach to security. First, it will go
beyond the state of the art, providing a pre-deployment checking system that will ensure that
virtualised network services do not negatively affect the network nor other tenants; unlike
approaches in the literature, the system will be both scalable and stateful, able to model most types
of services. Second, SUPERFLUIDITY will implement a post-deployment system that will learn the
behaviour of traffic and detect any anomalies, thus providing a further security mechanism in cases
where the checking system does not have information about the processing performed by a network
function, or when static analysis is inaccurate.
The principle mission of Group Testing (GT) is to identify a small subset of “defective” items from a
large population, by grouping items into minimum number of test pools. The test outcome of a pool
is positive if it contains at least one defective item, and is negative otherwise. GT algorithms are
utilized in many applications, and the privacy regarding the status of the items, namely, defective or
not, is a critical issue. In this paper, we consider a scenario where there is an eavesdropper (Eve) which
is able to observe a subset of the GT outcomes (pools). In [COH2016] we propose a new non-adaptive
Secure Group Testing (SGT) algorithm based on information theoretic principles, which keeps the
eavesdropper ignorant regarding the items status.
In [KAM2016], we study the secrecy rate and outage probability in Multiple-Input-Single-Output
(MISO) Gaussian wiretap channels at the limit of a large number of legitimate users and
eavesdroppers. In particular, we analyse the asymptotic achievable secrecy rates and outage, when
only statistical knowledge on the wiretap channels is available to the transmitter. The analysis
provides exact expressions for the reduction in the secrecy rate as the number of eavesdroppers grows,
compared to the boost in the secrecy rate as the number of legitimate users grows.
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2.3.4.1 Correctness Checking using Symbolic Execution
Next generation network deployments will have an elevated level of complexity due to the increased
functionality they are designed to support along with their user-oriented nature. To tackle potential
issues, new tools need to be introduced, some of which are already under investigation by the
SUPERFLUIDITY partners. Solutions based on Symbolic Execution are also implemented by the
consortium members, for instance the SymNet, a network static analysis tool described in [STO2016a].
SymNet quickly analyses networks by injecting symbolic packets and tracing their path through the
network. The key novelty behind SymNet is SEFL, a language specifically designed for network
processing which can be categorised as symbolic-execution friendly. SymNet is easy to use: parsers
that automatically generate SEFL models from router and switch tables, firewall configurations and
arbitrary Click modular router configurations were developed. Most of the underlying models are
exact and have optimal branching factor. A testing tool that checks SEFL models resemblance to the
real implementation was also integrated rendering SymNet able of checking networks containing
routers with hundreds of thousands of prefixes and NATs in seconds, while ensuring packet header
memory-safety and capturing network functionality such as dynamic tunnelling, stateful processing
and encryption. SymNet was used to debug middlebox interactions documented in the literature, to
check numerous existing networks and troubleshoot the basic networking component of OpenStack,
Neutron [STO2016b]. Results show that symbolic execution is fast and more accurate than existing
static analysis tools. Especially in the OpenStack Neutron case, despite being work in progress,
revealed a propagation delay bug and allowed tenants to deploy networks with relative ease.
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2.4 Innovation Potential
SUPERFLUIDITY’s ambition is to aid mobile network operators to meet the demanding requirements
of 5G while at the same time develop favourable market conditions, which will create sustainable
business for all players in the value chain. In an environment of slowing market expansion rates and
declining revenues, where end users request personalised services, better performance, better user
experience, businesses need to get more information about their consumers, easier and secured
access to devices and greater flexibility for provisioning new services. There is a key role to play for
Equipment providers, Service Providers and IT players together to make this a reality by providing
converged IT and Network infrastructure.
SUPERFLUIDITY can provide this, thanks to the unique blend of Telco and IT players in its consortium.
In this context, SUPERFLUIDITY helps to create a new ecosystem and the opportunity for all players
to collaborate and develop new business models they can each benefit from. More in detail,
SUPERFLUIDITY innovation is to:


Enable Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) to rapidly deploy new services for consumer and
enterprise business segments which can help them differentiate their service portfolio and to
adapt them instantaneously (time-independence) to varying traffic demands by localising
processing (location-independence), providing users with the best quality of experience
constantly;



Boost the capabilities of software and application providers by allowing them to develop
applications that can take advantage of the information (through specific APIs) on radio
network capabilities and conditions available at the base station without the need to worry
about hardware (hardware-independence), performance and scaling issue (scaleindependence).

Regarding specific market segments, the main innovation arising from a careful analysis of
SUPERFLUIDITY innovation potential is that nobody in the market so far can claim to have even
roadmapped such a vision (convergence of IT and Network infrastructure all the way from the core
towards the access, open APIs for exploiting radio network information, near-instantaneous
relocation of services, independence from hardware components, etc.).
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Below we report an extract of such an analysis to substantiate our statements:



“LTE Network Infrastructure”
o Leaders (per Gartner, April 2015): Ericsson, Nokia, Alcatel-Lucent, Huawei (NEC is in
the Visionaries)
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: the converged architecture concept of SUPERFLUIDITY will
guide network equipment vendors to evolve their infrastructure products to 5G.



“Small Cell Equipment”
o Leaders (per Gartner, October 2015): Huawei, Alcatel-Lucent, Nokia, Ericsson, Cisco,
ZTE (NEC is in the Challengers)
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: small cells will play a very important role in fulfilling 5G
requirements. The advances in CRAN and MEC, as also contributed by SUPERFLUIDITY,
will evolve these products through the adoption of softwarisation and cloudification.



“x86 Server Virtualization Infrastructure”
o Leaders (per Gartner, July 2015): VMware, Microsoft (Red Hat and Citrix are in the
Niche Players)
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: even though there are no plans to improve hypervisors,
the adoption of minified VMs, unikernels, containers & specialised operating systems,
and the reduction of orchestration system overhead, will bring those to the next level.



“IT Services for Communications Service Providers, Worldwide”
o Leaders (per Gartner, July 2015): Accenture, IBM
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: provide more powerful platform that has the ability to
homogeneously manage the network and its functions as a cloud platform across
heterogeneous infrastructures all the way from the core to the access and vice-versa.



“Cloud Infrastructure as a Service, Worldwide”
o Leaders (per Gartner, May 2015): Amazon Web Services, Microsoft / Azure (Google,
CenturyLink, VMware, IBM / SoftLayer are in the Visionaries)
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: enable more powerful private and hybrid cloud offerings
by empowering solutions to offer, transparently and with performance guarantees,
the best of both bare-metal managed hosting and virtualised cloud environments
spanning all the way towards the access of the network.
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“Public Cloud Infrastructure as a Service, Worldwide”
o Critical Capabilities (per Gartner, October 2015)
- Application Development: Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, Virtustream
- Batch Computing: Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, Google, Rackspace
- Cloud-Native Applications: Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, Google
- General Business Applications: Amazon Web Services, Virtustream, Microsoft
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: same as above



“Public Cloud Storage Services”
o Leaders (per Gartner, June 2015): Amazon Web Services, Microsoft, Google
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: same as above



“Cloud-Enabled Managed Hosting, Europe”
o Leaders (per Gartner, June 2015): Rackspace, Interoute, BT Global Services, Claranet,
Colt, CenturyLink, Verizon (Telefonica is in the Niche Players)
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: same as above; OnApp is a large player in this segment.



“Managed Hybrid Cloud Hosting, Europe”
o Leaders (per Gartner, June 2016): Interoute, BT, Rackspace, Claranet, CenturyLink
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: same as above



“Data Center Networking”
o Leaders (per Gartner, May 2016): Cisco, Arista (Dell and VMware are in the Visionaries,
Brocade, Juniper and HPE in the Challengers, while NEC is in the Niche Players)
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: will significantly advance the NFV and SDN state of the art,
through introducing recursive network service (NS) modelling and decomposition, and
more powerful/stateful SDN abstractions, based on extended finite state machines.



“Network Equipment and Solutions Providers”
o Leaders (per Gartner, August 2013): Alcatel-Lucent, Cisco, Ericsson, NEC, Nokia.
o SUPERFLUIDITY innovation: offering a solution that spans over heterogeneous
hardware architectures, offering performance- and scale-independent solutions in the
cloud for networking deployments that are closely following the “on-demand” cloud
computing innovations.
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3 Exploitation Activities and Plans
Activities in this area aim to fulfil the Market Vision of the SUPERFLUIDITY project (please refer to
Section 3.3 of deliverable D1.3 Project Vision and Roadmap, v2).
Section 3.1 outlines the exploitation plans of the individual partners. These were initialised from the
Description of Action (DoA), but we revised them per the strategic or vision shifts of each partner.
Section 3.2 summarises the exploitation plan of the consortium as a whole. Other than to reflect
consolidations (M&A), the overall plan has remained largely unchanged, which is a testimony to the
insightfulness of project objectives, at the time of project definition.
As definition and implementation of 5G accelerates and the associated market segments continue to
“pivot”, we will keep these exploitation plans aligned. Such changes were reported, both internally,
as reports of the Innovation Coordinator to the Management Board, as well as to the Project Officers,
in the context of the regular reports and annual reviews.

3.1 Individual Partners
The updated exploitation plans of individual SUPERFLUIDITY partners are reported in Table 3 below.
Due to the fact EBLINK is no longer a partner of the project, the respective exploitation activities have
been undertaken by NOKIA FR, through a new Linked Third Party named “Nokia xHaul Business Line”.

PARTNER
NOKIA FR

EXPLOITATION PLANS

The SUPERFLUIDITY project brings significant contributions to the different
Nokia solutions and products, from the application cloud management to
the wireless part. The work conducted in SUPERFLUIDITY on Cloud RAN is
highly valuable since it allows Nokia Bell-Labs to analyse and identify the
right technological choice for the virtualization, hardware acceleration,
service chaining, orchestration tool, in an advanced stage preparing the
next iteration of the Cloud RAN product.
In addition to, the work conducted on the front haul is of high interest to
our Business Line which is now working as Linked Third Party and benefits
from the platform feedback developed in WP7.
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SUPERFLUIDITY helps Nokia Bell-Labs to realise and prototype the vision of
a cloud-based virtualised wireless access. This exploitation will facilitate
the shift of additional applications from the cloud to the remote antenna
and vice-versa, increasing the resource optimization at the cloud
infrastructure. Most importantly, such a solution will allow the
virtualization of RAN components and thus the convergence of all access
(fixed and wireless) services within a single framework. All components
(RFBs) will be deployed in the EDGE Cloud similar to what we are
implementing in WP7 related to side-by-side VM/container deployment.
In addition, the collaboration with partners of the SUPERFLUIDITY project,
allows us to enhance our cloud RAN via RFB principle (component based),
integrate the Mobile Edge Computing and evaluate the benefits that we
can extract for a Cloud RAN performance. This step is very important to
prepare validate the Cloud RAN design and facilitate the discussion with
NOKIA Mobile Network Business Unit. This is re-enforced by joining Nokia
xHaul Business Line in the project.
Furthermore, the project results may improve multi-tenancy and multioperator capability of future 5G Nokia products (e.g. Netact, Airframe,
Next Cloud packet Core...) through the use of cloud, SDN and NFV
technologies. It is worth to highlight that the next Core product from Nokia
will be based on micro-services decomposition (see the recent press
release https://networks.nokia.com/products/mobility-manager). The
different area of investigation in SUPERFLUIDITY (related to Infra-structure
as a service, Platform as a service, Virtualization, Orchestration QoE aware)
give us good inputs to be considered in Nokia product, as cloud
management product, MEC product, …
Furthermore, Nokia uses results from Superfluidity in direct customer
presentations and discussions with customers to shape the 5G mobile
network solution. Nokia Bell Labs has a strong contact to Nokia business
lines and provides input to the definition and setup of the 5G product
roadmap. In particular, Nokia Bell Labs contributed specific input on
Cloudification of RAN, the selection of virtualization technology, the
support of distributed clouds to the Nokia Mobile Networks business group.
Also, the microwave Wireless fronthaul technology, the Nokia xHaul
product, benefit from all the test and analysis conducted in WP7 through
the use of different RAN split which allows to improve the product and as a
consequence gain more markets and business. Nokia will further explore
the application of RFB technology in Next Generation Platform as a Service
project, led by Nokia Bell-Labs. Furthermore, Superfluidity results will be
applied to optimize the roadmap of moving some products using VM
technology toward container and service based architecture.
NOKIA IL

NOKIA IL is targeting to exploit SUPERFLUIDITY's results to evolve NOKIA’s
portfolio with respect to NFV and MEC.
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First, extending NOKIA’s NFV orchestration to better support C-RAN and
MEC application is an immediate outcome of SUPERFLUIDITY. Then, SLA
based placement across different POPs from the cloud edge to the core
network is yet another enhancement to Cloudband VNF manager.
It is expected, as envisioned by SUPERFLUIDITY, that future network
functions would be composed of microservices that could be rapidly
instantiated, scaled or migrated. Providing the platform for those
microservices, e.g., via containers and uni-kernels, is in the plans of
Cloudband Infrastructure software. Additionally, extending the
orchestration and management to support life cycle management in such
a dynamic environment is in the roadmap of Cloudband Network director
as well as Cloudband Application Manager.
BT

BT believes that in the next 2-3 years the worlds of cloud computing and
virtualised network functions are coming together into a completely new
model for telecommunications combining cloud services, network function
virtualisation, and software defined networks. Entire enterprises will be
able to run on virtualised servers, virtualised network functions, and
virtualised network control services. The BT Vision is described by Howard
Watson, our CEO of BT Technology, Service & Operations, at
https://player.vimeo.com/video/166341115 (starts at 14 minutes)
As part of this convergence, NFV has a critical role. We have already
launched our first commercial service that uses NFV (Cloud Connect
Intelligence), with more in the pipeline. The fast and flexible deployment
and modification of services is what is most attractive about NFV. We are
feeding the results from SUPERFLUIDITY into our internal OSS/BSS
developments.
Several technologies researched in SUPERFLUIDITY are of specific interest
to BT. From an implementation point of view these include the work on
extended finite state machines (since these hold the promise of having full
defined and understood behaviour) and lightweight virtualisation
techniques, such as containers. The approach/tool to verify composition
also addresses an important issue. Once these techniques are more
mature, we will consider whether they are suitable for our network.
BT is also interested in the various demonstrations. For instance, currently
we have an issue with CPE in the branches of, say, a bank – because site
visits are expensive and hard to organise. Virtualisation offers the prospect
of simplifying the equipment in the branch, by moving the more complex
and maintenance-prone functions into a central site.
BT is currently building its own internal 5G testbed, covering fixed and
mobile networks. BT intends it to use the same equipment as in, or planned
for, the real network, yet carry out experiments with new ideas (whether
from SUPERFLUIDITY, other H2020 projects and internal research) such as:
micro-services (RFBs), NFV virtualisation, containers and lightweight VMs,
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slicing, automation for network management, hierarchical service
provision, and so on. In addition, some of the Superfluidity ideas (such as
RFBs) are being further taken on in the NGPaaS project.
CITRIX

CITRIX is targeting to exploit SUPERFLUIDITY's results to evolve its products
and corresponding solutions for Communications Service Providers, which
have been migrated from the ByteMobile Adaptive Traffic Manager (T3100 series) to the NetScaler Mobile Gateway (T-1000 series) product line
(see https://www.citrix.com/solutions/communications-service-providers.html).

SUPERFLUIDITY’s results will allow CITRIX to:
 Extend the applicability of NetScaler product family from the core
network towards the wireless access by co-locating such (possibly
virtualised) products next to wireless nodes (e.g., base stations) and
taking advantage of radio network information to better optimise the
traffic. This will leverage the MEC infrastructure that is implemented
as part of SUPERFLUIDITY. Feasibility of this will be proven through a
PoC that CITRIX has planned to execute in the context of the project.
 Improve the performance of the virtualised appliances (e.g., load
balancing and application delivery) in order to offer a scalable service
chaining orchestration of elementary functionalities with guaranteed
SLA enforcement. This will leverage SUPERFLUIDITY innovations in the
area of accelerating data-plane applications, particularly ones that
require scalable load balancing and service function chaining (SFC).
INTEL

NFV and SDN are foundational technologies in the realisation of 5G
networks that are elastic, programmable and dynamically manageable.
Areas such as enhanced platform awareness (EPA), workload affinity for
platform features, intelligence orchestration and approaches to resource
description models will play a critical role in the deployment of NFV and
SDN for 5G. Research in WPs 4-6 into these topics within SUPERFLUIDITY
mapped directly to Intel’s internal research agenda. To ensure
convergence between technologies being developed by Intel Business
Units (BUs) and external customer needs, we aligned the efforts of our
activities within SUPERFLUIDITY with our internal research framework
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Apex Lake which is focused on realising intelligent orchestration proof of
concepts.
From a commercial perspective, Intel’s exploitation plans in
SUPERFLUIDITY lie in the realisation that convergence of fixed and mobile
technologies presents the opportunity for sharing of infrastructure
resources for efficient service delivery. Intel is bring SUPERFLUIDITY results
to the community to enable an efficient and highly manageable
infrastructure landscape, making use of Standard High Volume (SHV)
elements to empower XaaS (Platform or Infrastructure as a Service)
solutions with resource pooling, on-demand scaling of capacity and
allocation of resources proportionate to revenue.
We completed an internal transfer of the automated methodologies within
the project such as automated KPI mapping and automated optimisation
of deployment templates based on the combination of telemetry and
analytical approaches to contribute significantly in the realisation of a
scalable, intelligent and automated orchestration platform. This work is
will be exploited by our internal BUs to solve customer problems and
challenges. The results from the project were used to inform the
formulation of a new a research agenda within Intel Labs Europe that
started in 2018 which is focused towards the network edge.
Intel is actively engaged in both open standards and commercial software
enablement. Intel has a strong involvement in a number of key open
source projects aligned to NFV and SDN including OpenStack,
OpenDaylight, Open vSwitch, OpenFlow and the Data Plane Development
Kit (DPDK). In addition, Intel is a leading member of the Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC) industry initiative, which is focused on opening up the
radio access interface for services and applications in the radio access
network (RAN). Intel’s team located in Shannon, Ireland are the lead
engineering group for much of the activity in SDN/NFV, and Intel will use
SUPERFLUIDITY as proof point for open source technologies, MEC and the
value of an open source ecosystem to ensure interoperability for 5G
deployments and associated use cases.
NEC

NEC is targeting to exploit SUPERFLUIDITY's results to evolve its solution
portfolio in three main areas:
 Small
cell
solution
(both
outdoor
and
in-building)
(http://www.nec.com/en/global/solutions/nsp/sc/index.html)
 LTE-Advanced
high-capacity
base
station
equipment
(http://www.nec.com/en/press/201302/global_20130227_04.html)
 Cloud
solution
(http://www.nec.com/en/global/solutions/cloud/index.html?)
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In outdoor scenarios, NEC will target the technology transfer to its business
units responsible for the "New Last Mile" concept: the one-stop-shop to
help mobile network operators deploy the next layer of LTE capacity and
coverage in a rapid, economical and integrated way and keep pace with
skyrocketing data demand. Such solution is designed to simplify the endto-end process of delivering the LTE brand promise in complex 3D urban
landscapes, VIP customer sites outside the current macro footprint and
rural areas in line with their spectrum licensing obligations. The initiative
leverages NEC's leadership in open, multivendor HetNet technology and
the most comprehensive small cell and backhaul portfolio in the market.
In in-building scenarios, we target a technology transfer to NEC's
Enterprise RAN (E-RAN) solution that already utilise innovative multimode
LTE and 3G coverage for enterprise internal phone network.
As for LTE-Advanced High-Capacity Base Station Equipment, NEC is
planning to evolve its base station from a system where specialist
processing is done to a modular, open solution integrated in an ecosystem
of changeable components as the "evolution of the base station concept".
Overall, NEC's exploitation plan for SUPERFLUIDITY is to integrate the three
above areas in a horizontal manner and provide a true end-to-end solution
with mobile edge to cloud cooperation (seamless and quality-aware
migration of service and applications from radio head to cloud and viceversa).
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ONAPP

OnApp intend to exploit SUPERFLUIDITY’s results to its product portfolio in
three key areas:
 Rapid and scalable service provisioning: ONAPP initially intended to
push the rapid provisioning to its Federation and CDN products. With
realignments in the company strategy there has been more emphasis
in using SUPERFLUIDITY technology within its MicroVisor and
Enterprise portfolio. The MicroVisor was initially developed as part of
the FP7 EUROSERVER project but work on optimisations has been
carried out in SUPERFLUIDITY. The light-weight hypervisor technology
of the MicroVisor is ideally suited for running and deploying RFBs and
micro-services as promoted in SUPERFLUIDITY. Platform
improvements have been made to improve the scalability and the
number of micro-services that can be supported;
 Energy reduction was initially an expected output from SUPERFLUIDITY
but as work was carried out the plan has changed to look at improving
the consolidation of services on a server by increasing the scale it can
cope with. Energy reduction therefore is no longer a direct output but
is an indirect benefit. The emphasis therefore will be on marketing the
improved performance and scale enabled by SUPERFLUIDITY.
 Improvements to the OnApp User Interface / dashboard to cope with
and manage the expected scale of virtualised functions. Although this
was initially seen as a small piece of work, as the project has evolved it
has become clear that being able to visualise the scale of resources
envisaged in 5G needs improvements in the UI. To this effect a
completely new UI that offers an alternative to OpenStack Horizon is
being developed. Some of this work has been shown in the context of
T6.1 work items. Coupled with the visualisation aspects are the
orchestration facilities to be able to manage the large number of
services and adjust the configuration to allow better pinning and
affinities to NUMA cores to allow for better performance.
 Work on container support is another new large area that the
SUPERFLUIDITY project has allowed ONAPP to branch out into.
Although not fully integrated with OpenStack, ONAPP has moved to
supporting OpenStack with its MicroVisor work. The research has led
to increased experience in Kubernetes / Mesos / Docker Swarm and
other container management engines that will ultimately be tied up
into ONAPP product range and allow for the management of far larger
numbers of end-user VMs than was possible before.
The main motivation for OnApp to exploit SUPERFLUIDITY results is the
belief that moving services towards the end-user is a key trend that is
visible from the Cloud and Datacenter perspective. OnApp has a huge
client base (3,000+ clouds, 900+ service providers in 93 countries) that use
the OnApp CDN platform to expand their infrastructure beyond their own
physical hardware, to bring content closer to their end-users. In addition,
the OnApp Federation (that was a result of the FP7 Trilogy2 project where
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OnApp worked together with Intel, NEC and BT, http://trilogy2.eu/) is
being used to allow customers to provision computation near to end-users.
Adoption of the Federation and CDN platform highlight the requirement
from customers to bring services close to customers. The current system
requires a-priori provisioning of full Virtual Machines. By reducing the size
of Virtual Machines as is being carried out in SUPERFLUIDITY, is allowing
for more rapid, dynamic provisioning. Work on container support, the
visualisation aspects and the underlying platform improvements have
allowed for an order of magnitude more services to be managed than
before.
The optimisation of the Hypervisor to allow higher performance between
guests has enabled more fluid use of resources available throughout the
infrastructure. This combined with lighter VMs and containers has allowed
for better dynamicity of services to respond, rapidly to end-user demands
and reduce the amount of over-provisioning of resources currently needed
to be able to respond to demand.
ALB

ALB’s exploitation plan focus in transferring SUPERFLUIDITY project
outputs to Altice Labs’ Business Units (BU), enhancing the ALB’s products
and services portfolio in the long run. In particular, ALB is deeply involved
in the Multi-acess Edge Computing (MEC) and Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) technologies, following and contributing to the
ongoing ETSI standardization work.
Within the scope of the SUPERFLUIDITY project, ALB developed a MEC
prototype with respective orchestration, in order to validate the concept
and show Edge Computing benefits. This prototype is the basis for a Proofof-Concept (PoC) being conducted at the main operator (PT/MEO), in a
close to production environment, demonstrating the technology and
identifying opportunities, allows ALB to acquire know-how and eventually
establish the foundations for a future ALB MEC solution. As the MEC
technology is emerging, ALB believes that it can take a significant
advantage regarding other competitors, as today full edge computing
solutions are not available in the market.
The relationship of MEC with other important technologies like SDN and
NFV (e.g. CRAN, EPC) is also an area where ALB acquired know-how,
validating and prototyping this integration.
The SUPERFLUIDITY project deployed CRAN and MEC as virtualized
entities, showing that together, ultra-low latency values and bandwidth
efficiencies, can be achieve at a reasonable cost. Furthermore, both
technologies can share the cloud resources, taking advantage of
management synergies and reducing overall costs.
The SUPERFLUIDITY project implemented the MEC architecture from
scratch. It intends to be able to fully manage and orchestrate the whole
MEC solution by the end of the project. In addition to the ETSI MEC
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architecture, the SUPERFLUIDITY implementation has the following key
properties:







Compatibility with existing mobile networks - there is no need for
network changes; the network is MEC-unaware.
Compatibility with existing applications - applications don't need to
change to provide services, unless they want to take advantage of MEC
Services (APIs).
Transparency to end users - the user is not aware about whether the
service is provided from the core or the edge (they just feel different
latencies).
Integration with NFV infrastructure - the operator can take advantage
of NFV and MEC synergies, reducing overall costs.

MEC TOF reused by SELFNET: One of the key aspects of SELFNET is the
capability to deploy network functions, either sensors and/or actuators,
physical and/or virtual, at several segments of the network path (access,
aggregation, core, etc.). For SELFNET, one of the most important segments
to deploy network functions is at the mobile network edge, guaranteeing
that access to these functions from the mobile terminals does not have any
performance issues. To achieve this aim, it is required to de-encapsulate
and encapsulate the mobile network packets, in particular the Generic
Tunnelling Protocol (GTP). This will guarantee that network packets are deencapsulated before being processed by the deployed network functions at
the mobile edge, and encapsulated again before being redirected to the
destination. Since SUPERFLUIDITY has designed and developed a software
component for de-encapsulating and encapsulating GTP packets, named
Traffic Offloading Function (TOF), SELFNET has decided to reuse it for the
implementation of the SELFNET use-cases - Self-Optimization, Self-Healing
and Self-Protection. Currently, the TOF software component is already
integrated in the Altice Labs SELFNET testbed in Aveiro, Portugal.
REDHAT

REDHAT is planning to use SUPERFLUIDITY results to improve its “Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux
OpenStack
Platform”
(see
https://access.redhat.com/products/red-hat-enterprise-linux-openstackplatform), in particular the Kuryr project to enable containers to run on the
same OpenStack networks as OpenStack VMs.
Such platform delivers an integrated foundation to create, deploy, and
scale a secure and reliable public or private OpenStack cloud. Red Hat
Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform combines the world’s leading
enterprise Linux and the fastest-growing cloud infrastructure platform to
give customers the ability to scale and quickly meet customer demands
without compromising on availability, security, or performance.
SUPERFLUIDITY results will enhance the capabilities of such platform,
currently focused on cloud developments, with the possibility to use and
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deploy virtualised functions (be it as VMs, or as containers) across different
appliances located in the wireless access domain next to e.g., base stations.
TELCA

TELCARIA is a young SME dealing with network service virtualization for
network operators. SUPERFLUIDITY technologic achievements will allow
exploit the new ecosystem created by SUPERFLUIDITY by developing and
bringing to the market innovative and ground-breaking services and
applications that can take advantage of the information on radio network
capabilities and conditions available at the base station. This will enable
TELCARIA to do rapid prototyping, design validation and direct deployment
on its customers at a much faster pace than traditional vendors thus
enabling gaining of market share and creation of new jobs.
The two main areas in which TELCARIA foresees exploitation potential of
SUPERFLUIDITY:
 Advances in technologies for integrating heterogeneous wireless
networks (up to RAN level) and in architectures to optimise the reuse
of functionality across heterogeneous access technologies for 5G. In
this context, Telcaria will strengthen future collaborations and
contracts as new services in relation with 5G.
 Northbound APIs for user management and network control. The APIs
defined by SUPERFLUIDITY for services instantiation, as well as tools
such as RDCL 3D, will help easy deployments for network operators.
Moreover, we will likely integrate these APIs in Alviu, a Telcaria’s
product focused on this area and based on the ONOS framework.

TID

During the lifetime of the project, Telefonica has continued the deployment
of its UNICA infrastructure, already available in the most relevant of our
operations worldwide. In parallel, the company has heavily engaged in the
development of an open-source production ready NFV orchestration
framework, OSM (https://osm.etsi.org/) hosted by ETSI, and that is about
to become the orchestration platform for the UNICA infrastructure.
Some results from SUPERFLUIDITY are being incorporated into OSM, and
TID will continue contributing to the community code base aligned with
work initiated in the project, as it is the case of the translation of NEMObased intent declarations into NFV descriptors and orchestration scripts. In
addition, the evolution of UNICA has made Telefonica start considering the
deployment of small-footprint datacentres and the use of whiteboxes as
forwarding elements. TID is in the process of applying results from
SUPERFLUIDITY in these two aspects, in particular in what relates to the
characterization and benchmarking of these infrastructure elements.

USTR

SUPERFLUIDITY will provide USTR with a unique opportunity to improve
the streaming/muxing software within CDN setups at the edge of the
network. The targeted product will be in particular the UNIFIED REMIX,
USTR product that creates personalised streams based on a
recommendation, a ruleset or even an external repository such as an ad
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network. The opportunity of using SUPERFLUIDITY’s results is to mux
content as late as possible has with the benefit of reducing latency and
lower the amount of CDN internal traffic thus reducing cost at operations
level. USTR will bring its A/V streaming expertise to the project as well as
access to the professional streaming solutions it creates and provide usecase testing and integration. More specific exploitation plans include:
Location awareness created by virtualised Mobile Edge Computing support
in SUPERFLUIDITY:
 improvement of streaming/muxing software in the edge (scripts to
deploy unified streaming software in the cloud)
 remix, personalization, enabling costumers better opportunities for
monetization
 transmuxing in realistic virtualised edge computing, reducing backend
traffic and caching requirements
 better reception/video optimization based on Radio Access
information
 these will all reduce network transmission and caching cost for
customers running our software
The scale independence offered by the Nokia CloudBand and the Intel
telemetry setup:
 enable a video streaming origin that runs in a private cloud and scales
compute/network resources on the go automatically
 This will benefit Unified Streaming customers that currently typically
runs software on public clouds or private servers
NEC work on fast instantiation and minimalistic kernels:
 Will enable unified streaming to run on as minimalistic kernels as
possible, enabling USTR to offer highly cost efficient implementations
of unified origin in a cloud environment.
 Availability in the cloud
SUPERFLUIDITY provides USTR a key opportunity to deploy their video
streaming software based on state of the art virtualization and cloud
technologies. Experiments with unified streaming using Docker,
unikernel, Xen, KVM, rancher and other cloud software will enable
unified streaming to offer its video streaming services in different
environments. This offers new opportunities for Revenues
ACADEMIC PARTNERS

Academic partners plan the exploitation of SUPERFLUIDITY results in order
to further increase their standings and ranking in the academic area
through participation to key scientific conferences. Furthermore, research
results from SUPERFLUIDITY will flow into the academic curricula by
endorsing solutions and new paradigms in teaching programmes. Both
MSc. and PhD students will be targeted. Teaching material will be updated
with the latest technological achievements so as to improve the quality of
the offered studies. Last but not least, academic partners will use
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SUPERFLUIDITY’s results for attracting industry consulting contracts and to
launch new innovative software-based academic spin-offs. As a matter of
fact, members of CNIT involved in SUPERFLUIDITY just founded a spin-off,
together with some talented, newly graduated, engineers. The spin-off is
already selling mobile applications developed for the health sector and it
is developing applications for the cultural heritage and tourism industry.
The participation to SUPERFLUIDITY could offer significant opportunities to
the spin-off, which focuses on the development of applications using
cutting edge mobile technologies. For example, the capability of doing
efficient real time streaming and sharing of multimedia information on
mobile devices will be factored in future products of the spin-off.
Table 3: Per-partner Exploitation Plans

3.2 Consortium as a Whole
The overall exploitation plan of the consortium as a whole is reported in Table 4 below.
EXPLOITATION PLAN: CONSORTIUM AS A WHOLE
In terms of consortium, SUPERFLUIDITY is bringing partners with complementary expertise
addressing different roles in the exploitation of project results, here we present the overall vision
of the consortium starting from bottom up (from hardware, through operating system up to
services and their orchestration including the architectural aspects):


INTEL: standard high volume elements (client, edge and server platforms, networking
equipment); supporting software capabilities such as telemetry (e.g. snap), packet processing
acceleration (DPDK);



NEC: integration of software solutions for small cells, LTE base stations and cloud resources;



NOKIA
o NOKIA FR: Integration of Nokia Xhaul MPR product in 5G market; Enhance the list of
supported features in the fronthaul catalogue of Nokia (re-programmability, SDN based
control); Enhance the Cloud RAN V2.0 product with technology as container, Unikernel,
Ansible, Kubernetes; Support of Service based architecture like microservice and RFB in
the Next Generation CORE;
o NOKIA IL: management tools for orchestrating virtualised functions across
heterogeneous access;



REDHAT: operating systems, OpenStack, OpenShift and orchestration running on top, such as
ManageIQ and Ansible;



TELCARIA: integrate heterogeneous wireless networks information for running innovative
services;



CITRIX: virtualised load balancing and traffic management, spreading over the converged
infrastructure (up to the access);
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ONAPP: virtualised storage services spreading over the converged infrastructure (up to the
access). ONAPP has also gained experience in working with INTEL and UNIFIED STREAMING on
the telemetry, analytics and working with video streaming content;



UNIFIED STREAMING: streaming services spreading over the converged infrastructure (up to
the access);



TELECOM OPERATORS (TID, ALB, BT): converged infrastructure moving service functionalities
between core and access.
Table 4: Exploitation Plan of the Consortium as a Whole

3.3 Proof of Concept Activities
To demonstrate innovation in practice and prove feasibility of the exploitation plans above, partners
have executed a multitude of Proof of Concept (PoC) activities, as outlined in Table 5 below. Many of
these PoC activities were executed during the second half of the project, particularly as part of WP7.

PARTNER

POC DEMOS/PLANS

NOKIA FR







ALB

1



STATUS

C-RAN and packet core deployment based on Docker
containers
Intent based fronthaul solution for C-RAN
Automation of the deployment of end to end mobile
network: RAN and CORE using RDCL developed in WP6
Integration of Nokia xHaul MPR product in the
fronthaul link
Re-programmability of the fronthaul link via Intent
based networking

Demonstrated to top 5
tier-one customers.
Demonstrated in Future
X Days 20161.
Demonstrated in 5G
event Rome.
Demonstrated in EUCNC
2017.
Demonstrated in Future
X Days 2017.
Demonstrated to Mobile
Network Business Unit
2018.

Prototype Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
platform

Installed and
demonstrated to
PT/MEO Network
Strategy Unit, at their
own 4G/WLAN
laboratory, integrated
with Huawei and

Open Nokia Bell-Labs event for Customers and Business Unit (Villarceaux, October 4, 2016)
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Ericsson eNBs. The Demo
is based on project
components, aligned
with WP7 use
case/scene 3.b. This PoC
was recently updated
and the latest MEC
prototype version,
allowing multiple access
technologies and
applications chaining. In
that context an AR
application from a
Portuguese third-party
was demonstrated, using
both 4G and WLAN
access networks. Results
are documented in D7.3.
USTR



Late Transmuxing in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)

Demonstrated as part of
1st review.

CITRIX



Virtualization/cloudification of EPC/GiLAN
applications, interoperable with the major cloud
orchestration options and aligned with the MEC and
NFV architecture
Load balancing and subscriber-aware service chaining,
employing NSH (Network Service Header) for scalable
and efficient delivery of composite network services

TCP optimizer as VNF,
leveraging NetScaler,
was integrated with the
project MEC platform
and validated in WP7.
OpenStack-integrated
load balancer, using
NetScaler LBaaS
provider, was also
validated in WP7.

Will trial the low-resource Hypervisors (MicroVisor)
within the ONAPP platform to investigate how
performance can be improved against most recent
product version
ONAPP has created a new UI and developed support
in its Cloud product to make it work with OpenStack.
This significant effort allows for managing far greater
number of services and for working with
heterogeneous resources as the MicroVisor works
with both ARMv8 and Intel x86 hardware
architectures.
ONAPP is also involved in the testbed development
and overall project PoC planning and integration
efforts.

The combination of the
ONAPP platform with
OpenStack is a critical
part of its new, planned
Enterprise range and
therefore is well known
to senior stakeholders.



ONAPP
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TELCA





Intends to participate in the testing and evaluation of
SUPERFLUIDITY results with a PoC on virtualization,
aligned with the NFV framework of ETSI. In addition,
thanks to their cooperation with REDIRIS (the National
Research Network, NREN, in Spain), it is possible to
test the PoC with captures of real traffic, which will
help to make a more realistic activity.
Plans to leverage the orchestration framework of
SUPERFLUIDITY and the different NBI developed, for
an internal product called Alviu.

To be installed in the
5TONIC lab, as part of
the collaborations with
UC3M and IMDEA.

CNIT



Is involving Ninux.org, an experimentation oriented
wireless community network in Italy, in the evaluation
on the field of the Superfluidity concepts, exemplified
in the A-RFB PoC, described in D7.3.

Tested in CNIT lab. Just
released to Ninux.org at
the time of writing.

UPB



Prepared a SymNet based verification demo that
currently works on top of real networks. Working on
verifying networks specified with OpenStack Neutron
in a 10-node rack + switch.

Demonstrated as part of
1st review.

INTEL



Automated KPI Mapping to support service assurance
based optimisation of Telco KPI’s.
Implementation of an automated methodology, which
can support reasoning over the trade-offs between
total cost of ownership (TCO), service performance
and the available infrastructure resource landscape
(Block Abstractions).
Automated Fingerprint for workload class
determination.
Utility functions for workload on-boarding
optimisation.

Demonstrated to
Business Unit, PoC
activity completed with
Business Unit.
Tech transfer to BU
completed.





REDHAT



Presented at DevConf
Hybrid deployment of OpenShift on top of Baremetal
Servers and OpenStack VMs, with kuryr enabled. Based 2018.
on OpenStack TripleO Installer and triggered from
ManageIQ

NOKIA IL



Proof of concept of the Integration of the newly
developed optimal placement procedure into Nokia's
NFVO.

Demonstrated to
internal partners.

Table 5: Proof of Concept Activities
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4 Conclusion
As reported by this deliverable, the SUPERFLUIDITY project has successfully achieved its objectives,
in terms of executing the plan of activities in the areas of innovation and commercial exploitation.
To support the above statement, below are some measurable innovation and exploitation outcomes:


Research bibliography (state of the art) at project inception: ~85 items (see 5 References)



# of research publications advancing the state of the art: ~45 (see Section 2.3 & 5 References)



# of citations to the above research publications: ~185 (albeit many of the publications are new)



# of exploitation actions throughout the project duration: 15 (see Reports for Periods 4 to 8)



# of proof-of-concept (PoC) activities demonstrated: 16 (more than planned, a few still pending)

Judging from the above statistics, we can conclude that:


Superfluidity innovations, as published at major research conferences, workshops and journals,
are already being swiftly diffused across the scientific community, fueling additional research and
innovation activities.



Project outcomes have been actively promoted within Superfluidity member organizations,
particularly ones with a commercial orientation, reaching important stakeholders and decision
makers. As indicated by the exploitation actions and PoC status updates, there is great interest
towards adopting Superfluidity outcomes in products and solutions of the respective partners.

Based on the above observations, we are confident that Superfluidity results will have a lasting
impact, embedded in commercial offerings and driving further innovations, post project completion.
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